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al Interpretation of the Dira Equation and Geometrial
Foundations of the Gauge Invariane Idea
Î.À. Ol'khov*
Institute of Chemial Physis, Russian Aademy of Sienes, 119991,
Mosow, Kosygin Str.,4, Russia
Soon after the Yang-Mills work, the gauge invariane beame one of the
basi priniples in the elementary partiles theory. The gauge invariane idea
is that Lagrangian has to be invariant not only with respet to the oordinates
transformations orresponding to the Lorentz group (external symmetry). It
is supposed that Lagrangian has also to be invariant with respet to wave
funtions (not oordinates) transformations orresponding to some addition-
al groups (so-alled "internal symmetry groups"). Useful though this idea
is, there is no satisfatory understanding of the above additional symmetries
origin, and the gauge invariane is onsidered as an auxiliary theoretial hy-
potheses. We propose a new, topologial interpretation of the basi quantum
mehanial equation  the Dira equation, and within the framework of this
interpretation the notions of internal symmetry and gauge invariane bear a
simple geometrial meaning and are natural onsequenes of the basi prini-
ples of the proposed geometrial desription. Aording to this interpretation
the Dira equation proves to be the group-theoretial relation that aounts
for the symmetry properties of a speifi 4-manifold  loalized mirosopi
deviation of the spae-time geometry from the Eulidean one. This manifold
overing spae plays the role of the internal spae, and the overing spae
automorphism group plays the role of the gauge group.
1. Introdution
At high energies, the quantum mehanis formalism is now onsid-
ered as a desription of interating quanta of different physial wave fields:
eletronpositron field, quark field, et. At low energies, where the probabili-
ty of new partiles appearane is negligible, above formalism is onsidered as
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a desription of interating pointlike partiles having some wave properties
(waveorpusular duality onept). In this presentation we show that the
Dira equation an be onsidered as a relationship between some geometry
and group-theory notions. In result, this relationship an be onsidered as a
desription of symmetry proprieties of some speifi mirosopi spaetime
deformation. The marosopi deformation of the spaetime is the basi idea
of a geometrial interpretation of the gravitational field within the framework
of the general theory of relativity. So, the suggested interpretation, in some
sense, is an attempt to extend the general relativity ideology to the desrip-
tion of mirosopi quantum objets.
There is another aspet of this ontribution. There were many attempts
to find out some new interpretation of quantum mehanis formalism. On
the other hand, in parallel, there were many attempts to geometrize ele-
tromagneti and other physial fields. The distintive feature of this work
is that it ombines both above problems within one idea. Namely, we show
that the equations for the gauge eletromagneti field and the equations for
this field soures an be onsidered as a desription of a single geometrial
objet. Some preliminary results were published earlier [1-5℄.
This paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we show that the Dira
equation for a free partile an be interpreted as a group-theoretial desrip-
tion of the speifi spaetime deformation, namely, the losed nonorientable
four-dimensional manifold (4-manifold). Differentiation operators and Dira's
matries in this equation prove to be some symmetry-group operators and
the wave funtion proves to be a basis vetor of the orresponding symmetry-
group representation. In Setion 3 we extend the above interpretation to the
Dira equation for a harged partile interating with its own eletromag-
neti field. Within geometrial interpretation, this equation happens to be a
group-theoretial relation written for some urved 4-spae that is a standard
geometrial harateristi of a losed 4-manifold (universal overing spae
of the manifold). This spae proves to be the analogy of so alled parti-
le "internal"spae  a notion additionally introdued into the relativisti
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quantum mehanis. So, within the geometrial interpretation, the notions of
internal spae and its internal symmetry are not some additional attributes
of the theory but are natural onsequenes of the geometrial desription.
Setion 4 ontains onlusion and final remarks. In Appendix, we illustrate
by the simplest example (one-dimensional losed manifold) the possibility of
the manifold desription by means of linear differential equations.
2. Equation for free partile
Let us first onsider the Dira equation for a free partile [6℄,
iγµ∂µψ = mψ, (1)
where ∂µ = ∂/∂xµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4, γµ are the Dira matries, ψ(x) is the
Dira bispinor, x1 = t, x2 = x, x3 = y, and x4 = z. There is a summation
over repeating indies with a signature (1,−1,−1,−1). Here, h¯ = c = 1. The
solution to Eq.(1) has the form of a plane wave
ψ = u exp(−ipµxµ), (2)
where the 4-momentum pµ satisfies the relation
p21 − p
2
2 − p
2
3 − p
2
4 = m
2. (3)
The interpretation of Eq.(1) is, in fat, defined by the interpretation
of its solution (2). The up-to-date interpretation depends on the partile
energy. For c → ∞ (nonrelativisti limit), |ψ(x)|2 is interpreted as a prob-
ability to detet the partile at point x. The wave funtion ψ(x) in (2) is
said to represent, in this ase, the "probability traveling wave"(the wave-
orpusular duality onept). For v ∼ c, the probability of the new partiles
appearane needs to be taken into aount. In this ase, the wave funtion is
interpreted as the annihilation and reation operator for the orresponding
field quantum.
Let us show that the geometrial and symmetry harateristis of a
ertain losed spaetime 4-manifold are enoded in Eqs.(13) by means of
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the group-theory operators. It is now be helpful to rewrite Eqs.(13) in a
more onvenient form. We rewrite Eq.(1) as
(l−11 γ1T1 − l
−1
2 γ2T2 − l
−1
3 γ3T3 − l
−1
4 γ4T4)ψ = l
−1
m ψ, (4)
where operator Tµ(µ = 1, 2, 3, 4) has the form
Tµ = i(2pi)
−1lµ∂µ, lµ = 2pip
−1
µ , lm = 2pim
−1. (5)
We rewrite the solution (2) as
ψ = u exp(−2piix1l
−1
1 + 2piix2l
−1
2 + 2piix3l
−1
3 + 2piix4l
−1
4 ). (6)
We also rewrite the onservation law (3) as
l−21 − l
−2
2 − l
−2
3 − l
−2
4 = l
−2
m . (7)
Note that all quantities in Eqs (47) has the dimensionality of length.
Operators Tµ in Eq.(5) and funtions ψ(x) in Eq.(6) are related by the
following equation.
ψ
′
(x
′
µ) ≡ Tµψ(x
′
µ) = ψ(xµ), x
′
µ = xµ + lµ. (8)
Within a group theory the relation (8) means that Tµ is the operator repre-
sentation of a disrete group of parallel translations along xµ axis with the
generator lµ. The relation (8) means also that the funtion ψ(x) is a basi
vetor of this representation [7℄.
In addition, being a four-omponent spinor, the funtion ψ(x) is related
to the four-row Dira matries γµ by the equations [8,9℄
ψ
′
(x
′
) = γµψ(x), (9)
where x ≡ (x1, x2, x3, x4), x
′
≡ (x1,−x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 1, and x
′
≡
(−x1, x2,−x3,−x4) for µ = 2, and so on. Within the group theory, Eqs.(9)
mean that the matries γµ are a matrix representation of the group of re-
fletions along three axes perpendiular to the xµ axis. Relation (9) means
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also that the funtion ψ(x) is a basi vetor of the above symmetry-group
representation.
A parallel translation with simultaneous refletion in the diretion per-
pendiular to the translation is often spoken of as "sliding symmetry"[10℄.
Thus, we see that the operators
Pµ = γµTµ. (10)
form the representations of sliding symmetry group (sliding symmetry in the
diretion 0xµ). Using the above notation, we an rewrite Eq.(1) as
l−1µ Pµψ = l
−1
m ψ, (11)
where, as we established before, the funtion ψ(x) an be interpreted as a
basi vetor of the above sliding symmetry group that operates in the four-
dimensional spae, in whih Eqs.(1) and (11) are written.
There is an important moment of the presentation at this point. Eq.(1)
is usually supposed to be written in the four-dimensional spaetime that
has no any sliding symmetry. The physial spaetime has a symmetry only
with respet to translations and 4-rotations (Poinare group). This symme-
try reflets the spaetime homogeneity and, therefore, the Dira equation
(1) is an invariant with respet to this symmetry group [6℄. What does the
appearane of a new additional symmetry means? The suggestion about the
reasons for an appearane, within mathematial formalism, of a new addi-
tional symmetry is a basis of the proposed geometrial interpretation of the
Dira equation (1).
Our main suggestion is that the Dira equation (1) desribes some spe-
ial mirosopi distortion of the physial spaetime, and it is neessary
to have some auxiliary four-dimensional spae with the sliding symmetry to
represent the distortion geometrial proprieties mathematially. The objets
of this kind are known in geometry. These are so alled losed topologial
manifolds. Suh manifold is defined as any of the objets that an be obtained
from some definite geometrial objet by its deformation without disontinu-
ities [10℄. The above mentioned auxiliary spae is spoken of as the manifold
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universal overing spae. The symmetry group of this spae oinides with
the so-alled fundamental group of the losed manifold. This group is the
group of different lasses of losed paths starting and ending at the same
point of the manifold and this group is one of the important topologial
harateristis of manifolds.
Thus, our suggestion is that the "disovered"sliding symmetries along
four axes are symmetries of the four-dimensional universal overing spae of
the losed spaetime manifold. It means that the fundamental group of this
manifold is a group of four sliding symmetries. These four sliding symmetries
orrespond to four possible lasses of losed paths. The Dira equation (1) is
supposed to be written for the manifold overing spae, and Eq.(11) has to
be onsidered as the group-theoretial relation that leads to the restrition
(7) for the four possible values of lµ (lµ is a length of the losed path for one
of the four possible lasses).
By now, the topology of four-dimensional manifolds is understood to
a muh lesser extent than the topology of, e.g, two-dimensional manifolds.
Only two-dimensional manifolds are lassified in detail, and the parameters
of their symmetry groups are known [10℄. For this reason, we have no op-
portunity to identify our spaetime 4-manifold with any well investigated
topologial objet. So, we will attempt to invoke a possible analogy with
some two-dimensional manifold having formally almost the same proprieties
as the four-dimensional spae-time manifold that we introdued before. The
fundamental group of this two-dimensional manifold is generated by two
sliding symmetries, and its universal overing spae is a two-dimensional
Eulidean spae. We have in mind the so-alled Klein bottle. The Klein bot-
tle is one of the simplest examples of nonorientable geometrial objets and
it an be obtained by gluing together two nonorientable Mobius strips [10℄.
So we an suggest that Eq.(11) desribes mirosopi losed nonorientable
four-dimensional spae-time manifold similar formally to the two-dimensional
Klein bootle. Mirosopi sizes of this manifold are defined by mirosopi
values of its length parameters lµ and lm. For example, lm = 2pih¯/mc ∼ 10
−10
6
m., if m is the eletron mass.
3. Geometrial interpretation of the notions of "internal spae",
"internal symmetry", and "gauge invariane"
There is, of ourse, a question whether the suggested geometrial in-
terpretation of Eg.(1) has any advantages in ompare with the traditional
one. We will show below that the geometrial interpretation resolves one of
the problems of the relativisti quantum mehanis that has yet no solution
within the framework of traditional interpretation.
One of the basi idea of the relativisti quantum mehanis is the sug-
gestion that the basi equations have to be invariant with respet to some
additional "internal"or "gauge"symmetry groups that differ from the "exter-
nal"Poinare group and that operate in some additional "internal spae"of
a partile. This suggestion is usefully employed in the gauge theory of ele-
mentary partiles but there is no satisfatory explanation of these additional
symmetries [11,12℄. We will show below that, within the framework of the
geometrial interpretation, the notions of internal symmetry, internal spae,
and gauge invariane bear a simple geometrial meaning and are natural on-
sequenes of the basi priniples of geometrial desription. We have seen in
the previous setion that the geometrial interpretation of Eq.(1) introdues
into onsideration the additional spaethe universal overing spae of 4-
manifold. This fat will serve as a guide for geometrial interpretation of the
"internal spae."
We will onsider the problem for a ase of the lassial Dira eletron
positron field interating with its own gauge eletromagneti field. The sys-
tem of equations for this ase (Dira and Maxwell equations) has the form
[6℄
iγµ(∂µ − ieAµ)ψ = mψ. (12)
Fik = ∂kAi − ∂iAk, (13)
∂iFik = jk. (14)
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Here, e and m are eletron harge and mass, respetively, Al are 4-potentials
of eletromagneti fields, and the urrent jk is defined by the relation
jk = eψ
+γkψ, (15)
where ψ+ = ψ∗γ1.
The only distintion of Eq.(12) from Eq.(1) is the replaement of on-
ventional derivatives ∂µ by so-alled long derivatives (∂µ − ieAµ). Inserting
eletromagneti 4-potentials in Eq.(1) by means of the above-mentioned re-
plaement is a onsequene of the suggestion that Eq.(12) is the invariant
with respet to the phase transformation of the wave funtion [11,12℄
ψ → ψ
′
= ψ exp[ieα(x)], (16)
where α(x) is a parameter depending on the spae-time oordinate x. This
invariane (named as "gauge invariane") may be realized only by inserting
eletromagneti 4-potentials into Eq.(1) as it is done in Eq.(12). In so doing,
we obtain the following gauge relation for Al [11,12℄.
Al → A
′
l = Al + ∂lα(x). (17)
(Note that the above transformation leaves Fik unhanged). Relation (16)
does not diretly inlude a spae-time (external) oordinates transformation,
and this fat is said to be the refletion of some "internal spae"symmetry.
As we mentioned before, the nature of this internal spae and the origin of
its gauge symmetry have no satisfatory explanation [11℄.
Let us now look at requirements of the gauge invariane (16,17) within
the framework of the possible geometrial interpretation of Eq.(12). Within
the geometrial approah, we have to onsider Eq.(12) (similarly to Eq. (1))
as a group-theoretial relation for a four-dimensional (may be non-Eulidean)
universal overing spae of some spaetime 4-manifold. But it will be the
ase only if we ould prove that the long derivatives in Eq.(12) an be on-
sidered within a differential geometry as so-alled ovariant derivatives for
some non-Eulidean spae. Moreover, we have to find out transformations
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of this spae oordinates, that orrespond to a gauge transformation of wave
funtion (16), and we must prove that these oordinate transformations lead
to the gauge relation (17).
It happened that the above-mentioned mathematial problem was long
ago solved by Weil, who onsidered a different physial problem [15℄. Weil
has attempted to represent an eletromagneti field (analogously to a grav-
itational field) as a manifestation of the physial spae-time urvature. He
has proved, that the long derivatives in (12) (∂l − ieAl) an be, indeed, on-
sidered as ovariant derivatives for the speial urved 4-spae (the spae with
semimetrial parallel translation). In this ase, the values ieAl play a role of
the spae speifi geometrial harateristi"onnetivity". What is more,
Weil has showed that gauge transformations (16,17) may be onsidered as a
onsequene of the following transformation of the spae-time metri gik:
g
′
ik = λ(x)gik. (18)
The infinitesimal element of the 4-spae length (the 4-interval ds) is defined
by the relation [13℄
ds2 = g
′
ikdxidxk.
Therefore, transformation (18) orresponds to the 4-spae isotropi strething
depending on spae oordinates.
The real physial spae-time has no any urvature due to an eletro-
magneti field. So, the "Weil spae"was onsidered earlier just as a method-
ologial result having nothing to do with the reality. But we see that, within
the geometrial approah, the Weil spae does not have to be onsidered
as the urved real physial spae-time. It has to be onsidered as a overing
spae of the 4-manifold whose proprieties are desribed by Eq.(12). This spae
(being a formal geometrial onstrution) plays the role of "internal"spae,
and gauge transformations (17,18) look now like natural manifestation of the
Eq.(12) invariane about those overing spae transformations that do not
hange its symmetry (Reall that the overing spae symmetry defines all
proprieties of the above-mentioned 4-manifold).
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4. Conlusion and final remarks
The above onsiderations an be summarized as follows.
1. Equation (12), as well as Eq.(1), an be onsidered as a desription of
some mirosopi losed spae-time 4-manifoldspeifi mirosopi loalized
deviation of the spae geometry from the Eulidean one.
2. Gauge transformation of the wave funtion (16) orresponds to suh
oordinates transformation of the manifold overing spae that does not
hange its symmetry and, therefore, does not hange the mathematial de-
sription of the manifold. The manifold overing spae proves to be non-
Eulidean "Weil spae."
3. Thus, the gauge invariane of Eq.(12) proves not to be some addi-
tional theoretial priniple, but it happens to be a natural onsequene of
the basi priniples of the proposed geometrial interpretation. The overing
spae plays the role of so alled "partile internal spae".
As we see, the next steps look as follows. First, it should be a ge-
ometrization of another known gauge groups suh as SU(2)-group and SU(3)-
group, and then it should be a geometrial interpretation of the seondary
quantization proedure. The disussion of these problems will be presented
elsewhere.
And the last remark. It is aepted that the absene of hidden param-
eters is the neessary ondition for validity of any new quantum mehanis
interpretation [16,17℄. The suggested geometrial interpretation does not in-
lude any hidden parameters.
Appendix
To my knowledge, the topologial manifolds were not before identified
by the linear differential equations like Eq.(1). We will demonstrate, by a
simplest example, how linear differential equations an desribe the manifold
topologial and metri harateristis.
Let us onsider the simplest losed onneted manifold, namely, a one-
dimensional manifold S1 homeomorfi with (equivalent to) ring. It is equiva-
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lent in the sense that it an be represented as any of the objets obtained from
ring by its deformation without disontinuities. Different lasses of losed
paths starting and ending at the same point of the ring form its fundamental
group and this group is the topologial invariant of our manifold. The funda-
mental group of S1 is the group of integers (Z group)[18℄. In turn, Z group is
isomorphous with the group of parallel translations along a straight line with
one generator that we denotes as l, and this straight line (x axis) serves as
universal overing spae of our manifold (one-dimensional Eulidean spae).
So,the universal overing spae of the ring is an one-dimensional Eulidean
spae with additional symmetry (the parallel translations group). The topo-
logial type of our manifold does not depend on the onrete value of the
parameter l. This parameter is the manifold additional metri (not topologi-
al) harateristi that sets limits on the ring possible onfigurations. We will
onsider l as a given, preassigned quantity, l = l0, and this quantity must be
refleted along with the ring fundamental group within the manifold mathe-
matial desription (this restrition on l is an analogy of restrition (7) that
appeared within the framework of the Dira equation topologial interpreta-
tion).
As we notied in Setion 2, the operator
Tx =
(
il0
2pi
)
d
dx
(A1)
an be onsidered as the operator representation of a disrete group of parallel
translations along x axis with the generator l0. The basi vetors of this
representation are represented by the funtions ϕ(x)
ϕ(x) = exp
(
−2pii
x
l0
)
, (A2)
beause [7℄
ϕ
′
(x
′
) ≡ Txϕ(x
′
) = ϕ(x), x
′
= x+ l0. (A3)
Thus, both the ring fundamental group and the metrial restrition on
the length of the parameter of this group are defined by relationship (A3).
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Thus, the manifold is fully identified by the linear differential equation(
il0
2pi
)
dϕ
dx
= ϕ(x+ l0) = ϕ(x),
or
i
dϕ
dx
= m0ϕ, m0 =
2pi
l0
. (A4)
Therefore, Eq.(A4) an be onsidered as one of the possible mathematial
desription of the ring topologial and metrial properties. Of ourse, there
may be another physial and geometrial interpretations of Eq.(A4).
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